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Disclaimer 

Questions? 

APPENDIX A: Control Rules Calculations 

Introduction 

The DUALDTC Dual Temperature Controller provides programmable 

temperature control for two independent relay outputs.  With 4 

temperature inputs, the DUALDTC provides excellent monitoring and 

control capabilities for two unique temperature control applications 

in a single unit.   

 

The DUALDTC controller provides 6 different control modes 

(ON/OFF/DIFFERENTIAL/HEAT/COOL/CYCTIMER) that can be configured 

uniquely for each output port.  Any of the 4 Temperature Sensor inputs 

can be assigned to either or both controllers.  This gives extreme 

flexibility and allows you to use less sensors to control more things. 

 

The DUALDTC controller is configurable from 3 pushbuttons on the unit.  

It has a 2x16 Backlit LCD display that can be used to monitor all the 

temperature and sensor inputs, all the output relay states, and all 

temp sensors with the push of a pushbutton.  This allows the user to 

monitor the inputs and outputs of the controller at any time.  

 

The DUALDTC controller is powered from a 12VDC regulated supply and 

uses approximately 0.5 watts maximum power consumption when all 2 

outputs are ON.   

Applications 

There are a lot of applications for the MAXDTC controller’s 

capabilities.  Several are listed below. 

 

1.  Solar Differential Temperature Control for Solar Hot Water, Solar 

Air Heating Systems 

2.  Differential Control for Attic / Crawl-space / Root Cellars, 

Cooling and Heating 

3.  Basic Thermostat control for pumps, fans, valves, etc. 

4.  Wood Stove / Boiler controls for automatic boiler temperature 

compensation control as outside temperatures change. 

5.  Greenhouse Controller for temperature control of fans, timer 

control of lights 

6.  Simple cyclic timer control of fans, re-circulating pumps, lights, 

valves, etc. 
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DualDTC Controller Interfaces 

For the picture below, the temp sensor inputs connect to the IDC 

(insulation displacement connector) header on the left.  You can push 

the wires into the slots with a small screwdriver tip (be gentle with 

the connect, its plastic) to make contact to the controller.  You can 

remove the female header to attach the temp sensors and then just push 

back on the male header on the board.  This makes it convenient to 

disconnect wires if needed since no soldering is required and the 

wires are attached to removable headers. The myTS temp sensors are 

connected here.  The wires on the sensors can be extended 50 - 100 

feet with twisted pair type cable (phone line, ethernet cable, etc) 

with little effect to the temperature reading.  The twisted pair type 

cable help keep noise out of the temperature reading. 

 

On the top right is the power connector.  The DualDTC requires a 12VDC 

power supply.  It uses only about 50mA of current.  It is important to 

use a decently regulated supply.  Do not try to use the transformer 

based motorcycle battery charger in the garage (or the like...) as 

they will put out 12VDC but also have about 20 VAC on them for this 

type of load and damage the controller.  The controller is polarity 

protected in case you hook up the power backwards, it should be ok. 

 

The 4 screw connectors on the right side toward the bottom are the 

Port 1 and Port 2 Outputs of the controller.  They are where you 

connect the load devices like pumps and fans that you want to control.  

The outputs are 5 amp relay contacts that close (turn ON) when the 

controller want to turn on the load, and open when it needs to turn it 

OFF.  You can think of the outputs like switches that the controller 

turns on and off.   

 

Most load devices (pumps / fans) have two power connections : A “hot” 

wire (like 12VDC for a DC pump for example, or the HOT AC wire from 

the plug (normally black) from the AC plug and a return or Ground 

wire.  To allow the controller to control your load, just take one of 

the power wires between the power supply and the load device and cut 

it and connect one side of it to one relay contract, the other side of 

the cut wire to the other relay contact output.  This puts the 

controllers output relay in series with the power going to your pump 

or fan.   

 

When the relay on the board turns on, it will work just like a light 

switch in your home, connecting the power thru the relay contacts to 

the load device when ON, and disconnecting the power to it when its 

OFF. 
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If you are trying to control very large pumps at or near the 5A output 

rating, you can use the onboard relay on the DualDTC to control a 

larger external relay or Solid State type relay to control bigger 

devices. 
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Navigating the Menus 

The DualDTC is controlled by use of the pushbuttons SW1 - SW3.   

 

The Pushbutton Switches have the following functions: 

 

Sw1 - Adjust Value UP 

Sw2 - Adjust Value DOWN 

Sw3 - Enter Parameter / Goto Next Display Menu 

 

For Status Menus, only Sw3 is used to move thru the status menus 

available.   

 

For Configuration Menus, use the Sw1 and Sw2 pushbuttons to select the 

parameter values you want to use for each configuration setting.  Use 

the Sw3 to enter the currently displayed parameter and proceed to the 

next configuration parameter. 

 

For the History Menus, only Sw3 is used to move thru the different 

status menus. 

 

For the System Menus, use the Sw1 and Sw2 pushbuttons to select the 

various system configuration parameter values available for 

programming.  Use the Sw3 to enter the currently displayed parameter 

and proceed to the next system configuration parameter. 
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Startup Menu 

 

This shows the current Sw version of your unit.  Hit the Select/Next 

pushbutton to goto menu selection options. 

 

 

Select Menu Group - Status Menus 

The status menu group has menus for displaying the current temperature 

on T1-T4, showing the output relay states, relay on timers, runtime 

meter, Port 1 and Port 2 Status menus.  No configuration is done in 

these menus, for status only. 
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Status Menu - Temperature Inputs Status Menu 

This status menu shows the current temperatures on T1 - T4. OPN means 

they are OPEN or not connected.  They are updated about every 30 

seconds. 

 

Status Menu - Port Output Status Menu 

This status menu shows the Port 1 and Port 2 output relay states.  OFF 

is OPEN contacts, ON is closed contacts.  Updates every 30 seconds. 
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Status Menu - Relays On Hour Timers Status Menu 

This status menu shows the number of hours each Port Relay has been 

ON.  The timers can be reset from the System Menus at the Clear Memory 

Menu (TIMERS). 

 

Status Menu - Runtime Hour Meter Status Menu 

This status menu shows the total runtime hours of the unit since last 

reset from the System Menus at the Clear Memory Menu (TIMERS). 
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Status Menu - Port 2 Status Menu Example - Heat Mode 

The Port Status Menus display the controller #:MODE in the top left, 

the output status at the top right, and the controlling inputs on the 

bottom line with INPUT 1 selected on the left and INPUT 2 or Setpoint 

in HEAT/COOL modes on the right.  This menu shows Port 2 in HEAT mode 

as an example. 

 

Status Menu - Port 2 Status Menu Example - DIFFT Mode 

The Port Status Menus display the controller #:MODE in the top left, 

the output status at the top right, and the controlling inputs on the 

bottom line with INPUT 1 selected on the left and INPUT 2 (if used) on 

the right.  Here is Port 2 status menu in DIFFT mode. 

 

Select Menu Group - Configuration Menus 

Selecting this option will take you to the configuration menus where 

you can configure the two temperature controller ports. 
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Config Menu - Port Select 

This is the first thing you select when configuring the controller.   

Use the UP and DOWN pushbuttons to cycle thru the available Ports to 

select (Port1 and Port2).  This selection controls which Port the 

parameters are associated with when programming on subsequent menus. 

 

 

Config Menu - Mode Select 

 

This menu allows you to select which mode the selected temperature 

control port will utilize.   

 

Here are all the available selections:  OFF, ON, DIFFT (Differential 

Temperature Control), COOL (Cool Thermostat Mode), HEAT (Heat 
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Thermostat Mode), CYCTMR (cyclic timer).  See Appendix A for the 

different control modes control rules.  

 

   

 

 

Config Menu - Input 1 Select 

This setting is used to assign the first input (Temperature or Sensor) 

to the control rule.  For Differential mode its the input that gets 

the hottest (the solar collector for solar heating applications).  For 

Heat / Cool it represents the setpoint sensor.   
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Config Menu - Input 2 Select (DIFFT only) 

This parameter is only used for the DIFFT mode.  It is selecting the 

“TANK” or “ROOM” temperature sensor where the collector heat is being 

stored for a differential solar application.  Connect the sensor going 

to the tank or room to this selected input. 

 

Config Menu - Setpoint Selection (HEAT/COOL Mode Only) 

This parameter is only used in HEAT and COOL modes.  It is the 

setpoint for the thermostat control rule selected. 

 

 

Config Menu - DeltaT On Selection 

This parameter is used to control the turn on differential for DIFFT 

mode.  For example setting this to 4 in DIFFT mode will make the 

controller turn on when Input 1 is 4 degrees hotter than Input 2.   
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Config Menu - DeltaT Off Selection 

This parameter is only used in DIFFT mode only.  When Input1 <  Input2 

+ DeltaT OFF, the rule will turn to off state.  This is usually used 

to compensate for losses from the collector to the tank in solar 

heating applications.  This value needs to be less than the DeltaT On 

value. 

 

Config Menu - LowT Shutdown Selection 

This parameter is only used in DIFFT mode.  When the Input 1 sensor 

temp < LowT SD setting, the output stays off.  Used to disable pump or 

fan when collector temp is getting too cold. Used for drain-back 

systems to keep the pump off when close to freezing for example.  

Freeze Prot Mode will override this Low Temp Shutdown!! 
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Config Menu - HighT Shutdown Selection 

This parameter is only used in DIFFT mode.  When the Input 2 sensor 

temp > HIGH SD setting, the output will stay off.  Used to disable 

pump or fan when tank or room temp gets to this HighT Setpoint. Used 

to keep hot water systems for getting scalding hot water for example.  

Freeze Prot Mode will override this High Temp Shutdown. 

 

Config Menu - Freeze Protect Selection 

This parameter is only used in DIFFT mode.  When Freeze Prot is 

enabled, the controller will check the Select Input 1 input for < 35F 

threshold and will enable the output when its below that temperature.  

Used to keep pipes on collector from freezing solid in cold weather.   

Will attempt to enable when this cold condition is met or exceeded.  

This will override all other temp control rules when < 35F.   

 

Config Menu - Minimum Relay On Time Selection 

This is used to force the output to stay ON for the setting amount of 

minutes.  If this is set for 02 minutes, once the output relay turns 

ON, the controller will keep it ON for 2 minutes regardless if the 

temperature inputs change to dictate that the output turn back off. 

Used for Min Pump ON and OFF times on certain pumps. 
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Config Menu - Minimum Relay Off Time Selection 

This parameter is used to force the output relay to stay OFF for the 

setting of this parameter in minutes.  For example if this is set for 

04, once the output relay turns off, this parameter will keep it off 

for a minimum of 4 minutes regardless if the temp inputs dictate 

turning back on. Used for Min Pump ON and OFF times on some pumps. 

 

Config Menu - Output Mode Selection 

This parameter is used to select normal output or inverted output mode 

for the relay.  In normal mode, ON means relay closed.  In invert 

mode, ON means relay open.  Useful when putting multiple relays in 

series for some controls. Not avail for ON/OFF/CTIMER modes. 

 

Config Menu - Hysteresis Temperature Selection 

For example when used in COOL mode with a setting of 2, the rule will 

turn on when the temperature goes above the TEMP_SETPOINT and turn off 

when it’s below the SETPOINT - HYSTERESIS.  For HEAT mode the 

Hysteresis value adds to the setpoint for the turn off threshold. It 

is used to reduce cycling of the heater or air cooler function.  See 

Appendix A for more info.   
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Config Menu - CTIMER On (CTn) & CTIMER Off (CTf) Minutes 

This parameter and the Off Minutes parameter are used exclusively with 

CYCTMR mode to control the on and off times of the repeating cycle 

timer.  The output will turn on for ON Minutes setting and off for OFF 

Minutes setting then repeat.  The setting is in minutes and can be set 

from 1 to 255 minutes. 

 

Config Menu - Configuration Saved Menu 

All parameters and settings are stored in non-volatile memory.  

Parameters are committed to memory at the end of the configuration 

menus automatically. Parameters stored in this way will be remembered 

and reconfigured automatically at power up after a power fault.  

  

 

Select Menu Group - History Menus 

This group of menus is used to display the Highest and Lowest 

Temperature values seen on the inputs since the last Clear History 

command was issued.  These will capture the highs and lows for all the 

temp sensors. 
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History Menus - Temperature Inputs Min/Lows Display 

This menu displays the Lowest (minimum) recorded temperature 

seen on T1 - T4 inputs since the last HISTORY reset command was 

issued (see system menus for Memory Clear Options). 

 

History Menus - Temperature Inputs Max/High Display 

This menu displays the Highest (maximum) recorded temperature 

seen on T1 - T4 input since the last HISTORY reset command was 

issued (see system menus for Memory Clear Options). 
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Select Menu Group - System Menus 

System Menus - Temperature Units Selection 

The current temperature units used to display (Fahrenheit or Celsius) 

can be changed here.   

 

System Menus - Adjust LCD Contrast Selection 

If the LCD display characters are too dim or dark, you can adjust the 

characters contrast here.  MEDIUM is the nominal setting, LIGHTER and 

DARKER make the characters lighter and darker. 
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System Menus - Clearing Memory (Timers, History, All) 

 

Selecting HISTORY will clear out all the high and low temperature 

recorded and reset them to the current temperature settings. 

Selecting TIMERS reset all the RELAY HOUR TIMERS and RUNTIME HOUR 

METER back to zero.  Selecting ALL does both.   

 

System Menus - Resetting Memory Complete Menu 

This menu splash displays anytime you clear either HISTORY or TIMERs 

above.   
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Non-Volatile Memory Storage of Parameters 

 

All parameters and settings are stored in non-volatile memory.  

Parameters are committed to memory at the end of the configuration 

menus automatically. Parameters stored in this way will be remembered 

and reconfigured automatically at power up after a power fault. 

 

Warranty 

 

DualDTC controllers are warranted for 2 years.  We will replace or 

repair the controller if it fails within two years of your purchase.  

Customer is responsible for return shipping for service. 

 

This warranty shall be considered void if the warranted product has 

been modified or altered in anyway. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

mydtcstore and its affiliates are not responsible for any damages to 

any system components used in conjunction with mydtcstore products nor 
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for claims for personal injury or property damage resulting from the 

use of mydtcstore products or the improper operation thereof or 

consequential damages arising from the products or use of the 

products.  Use at your own risk. 

Questions? 

 

If you have questions and need more information: 

smith100griggs@gmail.com 

Also you can check the website applications as well: 

www.mydtcstore.com 

 

Also if you have trouble with a section of the manual or think it 

might be wrong, please email us the discrepancy and we will update the 

manual if required.  This is a living document and changes that are 

warranted or make things easier to understand are welcome. 

 

APPENDIX A: Control Rules Calculations 

 

This defines how the temperature control rules are calculated for each 

mode.  Control rules are only updated approximately once per minute to 

minimize relay chatter.  Each mode represents a different type of 

control rule.  They are each defined below. 

 

1. MODE=OFF:  RELAY OUTPUT = OFF. 

2. MODE=ON:   RELAY OUTPUT = ON. 

3. MODE=DIFFT:   

If Freeze_Mode = ON and IN1 < 35F then RELAY = ON 

  else if IN1 < LOWT_SD or IN2 > HIGHT_SD then RELAY = OFF 

   else if IN1 > IN2 + DeltaTON then turn RELAY = ON 

    else if IN1 < IN2 + DeltaTOFF, turn RELAY = OFF. 

 

In simple terms, if freeze mode is ON and its below 35F on T1, turn 

ON.  If it’s not freezing but IN1 < LowT_SD temp or IN2 > HighT_SD 

temp, turn OFF.  If none of the above is true, then turn on if T1 > T2 

+ DeltaTON or turn off if T1 < T2 + DeltaTOFF. 

 

4. MODE=COOL:   If IN1 > SETPOINT, turn RELAY = ON.   

If IN1 < SETPOINT + HYSTERESIS, RELAY = OFF. 

 

This works like a thermostat set for COOL with TMP_STP being the 

setpoint.  HYSTERESIS is temperature hysteresis to reduce cycling. 

mailto:smith100griggs@gmail.com
http://www.mydtcstore.com/
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5. MODE=HEAT:   If IN1 < SETPOINT, RELAY = ON.   

If IN1 > SETPOINT + HYSTERESIS, RELAY = OFF. 

 

This works like a thermostat set for HEAT with IN1 controlling the 

SETPOINT.  HYSTERESIS is temperature hysteresis to reduce cycling. 

 

 

6. MODE=CYCTMR:   RELAY = OFF for MINSOFF minutes,  

then RELAY = ON for MINSON minutes,  

then repeat. 

 

 


